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Executive Summary 
Whilst USE-IT has had much success in job creation and waste diversion in the last 5 years it has had a 
challenging 2013-2014 year with both its Flagship projects, the Compressed Earth Block project and the 
Hammarsdale Waste Beneficiation Centre.  

The table below gives a summary of the job creation and waste diversion that have resulted from USE-IT’s 
activities. In the 2013/2014 financial year we have 84 direct jobs and an unconfirmed 68 informal 
jobs, diverted 3534 tons plastic and paper, 886 tons glass, cans and metals and 1680m3 green waste.  
This has created diversion of 12,725m3 of airfill space diverted from landfill equivalent to a savings to 
landfill of R2,545,000 this year at a conservative estimate of R200/m3.      

 

The table below gives a summary of the different projects which have contributed to these overall results:    

Project Name  Jobs Total Waste Diverted Per year  
(June213-June2014)  

Crushed Lemon  Direct- 9 9.7 tons PVC plastics  

Green Office  Direct - 23 76.8 tons ABS plastics; 76.8  tons of mixed 
metals  

Cyclocor  Direct     -202 
Indirect  -1530 

2760 tons of mixed plastics 

Free Flow Designs  Direct- 8 5 tons of tyre tubes   
CEB Project  Direct- 32 300 tons ceramic mugs  
Recycle Connect  Indirect - 168 1210 tons of mixed plastics  
Total  Direct:     272 

Indirect: 1698 
4436.9 tons of waste diverted  

 

Once again we have shown that regardless of the job-creation, environmental, economic and social 
benefits created by USE-IT, that effectively every Rand the city spends on this initiative saves them more 
than a Rand in landfill diversion.  Effectively this implies zero cost for the city. 

Aside for the success in waste diversion and job-creation, USE-IT also provides an essential service to the 
city in profiling the city’s achievements both locally, nationally and internationally.  USE-IT still runs the 
KZN Recycling Forum that creates a voice for the general public to address waste and recycling issues in 
the city.  USE-IT has also: 

 

 assisted with the development of the first spin-off from this initiative in the creation of the North 
Coast Recycling Forum which launched earlier this year;   
 

 facilitated the KZN Business Sustainability Forum which this year had internationally renowned 
president of Greenpeace International, Kumi Naidoo as guest speaker; 

 

  been requested to represent KZN at the National Recycling Forum, now giving a voice to the 
province nationally and more importantly creating direct linkages between USE-IT and the heads 
of all the major recycling organisations in the country;  
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  been seconded by the Department of Science and Technology as one of five key experts across 
the country to provide key inputs to national strategy and policy on Municipal Solid Waste 
Management and opportunities in developing the Green Economy;  

 

 was again invited by the International Labour Organisation and the United Nations Green 
Climate Fund to address a workshop of sustainability leaders in Africa on green building and 
sustainable development which was held in Zambia in June 2014. 

 
 attended a roadshow by WISP (Western Cape Industrial Symbiosis Programme) and Green-Cape 

in Durban where they were showcasing their achievements across the country, and yet USE-IT 
has achieved ten times what they have achieved with a fraction of their budget. 

 

 

1. Introduction and Background  
 

The Flagship projects we have identified for the city in the CEB and HWBC projects have not achieved 
their full potential as expected this year, but this by no means indicates they will not become successful.  
As these are large-scale projects we have always expected these to be long-term projects, but 
unfortunately we have not achieved a number of the deliverables on these projects expected this year 
simply due to factors beyond our control.   

The Compressed Earth Block Project 

The purpose of this project was to divert rubble waste from the City’s landfill sites and utilize this rubble 
to create a compressed earth block that would be marketed to the City for use in their low cost housing 
developments.  This would provide a key solution to diversion of waste from landfills and sustainable 
housing developments.  

 

Figure 1Compressed Earth Block 
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USE-IT was successful in receiving funding from the Jobs Fund as well as matched funding from 
eThekwini Municipality to carry out this project, the key purpose of which would be waste diversion and 
job creation 
 
 
Hammarsdale Waste Beneficiation Centre 
 
This centre is to be a first on the African continent.  It is envisaged to be a Green Hub, a sustainable 
“green” development, promoting a “green” economy. USE-IT was successful in securing R29, 6million 
from the DBSA Green Fund. These funds will be used for construction costs of the centre. The first 
disbursement of R10,7 million was received in December 2013.  The CEB project is to feed into this as the 
Compressed Earth blocks would be utilized to build this centre. 
 
Pic of the plans for HWBC  
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2. Reporting for 2013-2014 Financial Year 
Even though USE-IT has been successful in securing funding from the Jobs Fund and Green Fund to 

enable the further expansion of its 2 flagship projects, both have been beset with challenges beyond our 

control.  

 

Going forward, USE-IT will look at marketing the CEB in the next 12 months to ensure the sustainability 

of the project by approaching private developers to utilize the block and continuing its pursuit of 

unlocking the diversion of waste rubble in the City.  USE-IT will also look beyond the City, nationally, at 

marketing the block. 

 

USE-IT will also accelerate work on the Hammardale Waste Beneficiation Centre to ensure that 

construction of phase 1 is complete mid 2016. 

 

USE-IT will still focus on 5 strategic areas using operational funding from eThewkini municipality in 
order to maximize its effectiveness. These include Flagship Projects, New Product Development, Advocacy 
and Research, Marketing and Governance. USE-IT will also look at accessing alternative funding. The 
bullet points below give a breakdown of each of these focus areas and the activities and projects 
encompassed by each..   

1. Flagship Projects  
o Compressed Earth Block Project 
o Hammarsdale Waste Beneficiation Centre Project 

 
2. New Product Development:  

o North Coast Road Recycling  operating as Best to Recycle 
o Ukewanje Systems E-Waste Initiative 
o Siyanda Recycling Services and Rainbow Chicken Projects 
o KZN Glass Recycling Initiative 
o Bamboo to Biomass Energy Project 
o Art from E-waste Initiatives 

 
3. Advocacy and Research:   

o KZN Recycling Forum, Business Sustainability Forum, Durban Climate Change Strategy 
and others 

o Engagement at multiple workshops and conferences 
o  

4. Marketing:  
o Website,  
o USE-IT Newsletter 
o Radio interviews  
o Newspaper Articles  
o Mass Media Communication 
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5. Governance:  
o Identification of new board members  
o Compliance with our own policy documents 
o Facilitation of communications to board members and financers 

 

3. Flagship Projects  
USE-IT has agreed to focus on the Compressed Earth Block project and the Hammarsdale Waste 

Beneficiation Centre as flagship projects. The progress on this focus area is given below: 

 

3.1. Compressed Earth Blocks 
 

One of the requirements of the City in moving towards sustainable low cost housing developments was to 

rate a demonstration house built.     This had gone through a tender process in 2012, and USE-IT was one 

of 19 companies shortlisted to build a demo house for the municipality.  The letter of award was received 

in March 2014. USE-IT has completed the demo house and awaits feedback from the City.  USE-IT has 

however completed 16 demonstration houses for various organisations in the last financial year. 

 

The commercialisation and expansion of the CEB project has always been dependent on the buy-in from 
the city for its success.  Unfortunately the systems, procedures, protocols, bureaucracy and politics 
involved in housing and housing delivery are matters beyond any control from a small NGO, and we are 
simply going through the motions.  

 The leadership change in the city at the early stages of the project, followed by a housing department with 
no leadership for 18 months and then a lengthy and painful 18 months in establishing alternative housing 
through the tender, procurement and supply chain management procedures have effectively resulted in us 
not yet having built the first housing unit for the city since starting this project in May 2010.  At the same 
time, the political leadership are quoted in national newspapers from as long ago as early year last year as 
hailing the implementation of alternative housing schemes in the city that are to deliver more than 4000 
houses – we haven’t built the first one yet.   

We sit in a situation where the Cornubia housing project is spending millions sending more than half a 
million tons of soil to spoil and city reports on SAWIS that we are dumping more than 700,000 tons of 
builder’s rubble, and yet a city-funded project that has all the solutions is unable to get its foot into the 
door.  We still believe we have the solution – we just need the support.  Regardless of the challenges which 
face eThekwini we have still managed to build the equivalent of 16 demonstration units around the city 
(and another 4 outside the city) and achieved all the required certification.  USE-IT is also engaging with 
private developers and is hoping for strong collaborations to be achieved. 

 

 We are currently engaging in mass media and expositions to get more information into the market place.  
The project is at the brink of achieving recognition and acceptance, and we are confident that once the 
Alternative Housing Tender is adjudicated, that the city will see the opportunity to expand this project 
internally. 
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Figure 2 Demonstration house built for Willow Fountain 

 

The table below gives a summary of the Compressed Earth Block Yard:   

 

Progress 2013-2014 

The achievements to date for this project are bulleted below however it is important to note that the 

delays in receiving disbursements from the Jobs Fund have caused delays in reaching our quarterly 

achievements for the 2013-2014 financial year which have caused some activities to be rolled over into the 

2014-2015 financial year.   
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Summary Financials for the CEB Project  

Abrina 6607 NPC DIVISION CEB 

Income Statement Jul-13 Aug-13 Sep-13 Oct-13 
Nov-

13 
Dec-
13 Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 

May-
14 

                      

Income Received                       

B/Forward 315314 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

eThekwini Municipality 0 0 0 970000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Development Bank 2475000 0 0 0 0 1405701 0 0 600000 0 0 

Sale of Blocks 0 0 0 0 0 0 1050 840 0 0 0 

Interest Income 8725 8358 7552 2252 2699 2799 5022 6636 7452 7313 7587 

Consort Technology 0 0 0   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Income 2799039 8358 7552 972252 2699 1408500 6072 7476 607452 7313 7587 

                      

                      

Expenditure (Fixed Costs                       

Admin 42555 28010 0 82208 49998 6226 1973 33651 51586 7370 111968 

Wages & Salaries 53742 44889 47531 70675 47562 140653 58728 60151 64537 51549 58535 

Bank Charges 396 82 134 890 470 82 432 137 1735 144 90 

Site Rental 14848 14694 14697 16650 15336 15390 16950 15362 15243 15344 16220 

Materials 57069 57185 34408 34075 32853 123293 39475 59566 52223 55814 43826 

Repairs & Maintenance 7564 0 4195 7181 1596 0 25004 3416 2788 0 11874 

Plant & Machinery 0 8333 340190 846178 83220 141464 0 0 0 0 0 

Sub Contractors 1830 17689 2318 2700 1830 7392 19296 0 0 0 13018 

Vehicle Costs inc Fuel 11000 20000 140297 13494 8695 66148 11528 13287 6980 22578 13931 

Total Expenditure 189003 190883 583770 1074050 241559 500647 173387 185569 195092 152800 269465 

                      

Total Remaining Budget 5637710 5446827 4863057 3789006 3547447 3046800 2873414 2687844 2492752 2339952 2078077 
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3.2 Hammarsdale/Mpumalanga Waste Beneficiation Centre 
 

Pic of Hammarsdale plans 

 

The Hammarsdale Waste Beneficiation Centre has also been beset with difficulties beyond our control.  
The initial delay in getting plans through Durban City Architects then led to a stand-off between 
eThekwini and Ingonyama on land ownership.  Once we resolved this and bypassed the issue by securing 
the lease with USE-IT, we successfully managed to secure a contract with Green Fund. When we started 
the project we had no idea of the complex and time-consuming land-legal issues we would be faced on the 
site from land claims, to incorrect zoning and non-existent registration of cadastre with the Surveyor 
General. 

 When we eventually resolved these issues and started the design on the site, we then find out that the civil 
works have been completely under-estimated due to the steepness of the site, and although the footprint 
and project scope remained the same it was going to cost an additional R20 million to develop the site.  
Regardless, we have not given up and have already identified a new site adjacent to the original site and 
started all the procedures to get the project back online.  

The topographical survey is complete.  The EIA and Special Consent application is in progress. 

The table below gives a summary of the Hammarsdale Waste Beneficiation Centre and type of inputs and 
putputs produced by the project:  

Hammarsdale Waste 
Beneficiation Centre  

Description  

Number of Jobs Created  153 permanent Jobs and estimated 60 temporary jobs in 
construction to be created.  

Location of Jobs Created Hammarsdale Waste Beneficiation Centre (eThekwini) 
Type of Waste Being Recycled  Plastic, Glass Builders Rubble, Green Waste, Metals  
Amount of Waste Diverted  Glass:  500tpm 

Plastic:  20tpm 
Green Waste:  20tpm 
Cardboard: 5tpm 
Builders Rubble: 300tpm 
E-waste:  90tpm 

Amount of external funds leveraged 
through eThekwini funding. 

R29.6 million Green Fund  
 

Role of USE-IT in Project  Direct implementation and management of the project.  
 

Progress 2012-2013 

The progress made between 2012-2013 is bulleted below:  
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Summary of Hammarsdale Waste Beneficiation Project Financials 

Income Statement 

Budget 
F/Cast for 
2013/2014 Jul-13 Aug-13 Sept 13 

Oct-
13 

Nov-
13 Dec 13 

Jan-
14 

Feb-
14 

Mar-
14 

Apr-
14 

May-
14 

Jun-
14 

                            

Sales                           

Green Fund   0 0 0 0 0 10787911 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Interest Income     0 0 0 0 0 4215 34987 42220 41431 42987 31641 

Use-It   1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

                            

Total Income   1000 0 0 0 0 10787911 4215 34987 42220 41431 42987 31641 

                            

                            

Expenditure (Fixed 
Costs                           

                            

Bank Charges   304 82 82 82 82 82 120 90 90 90 90 90 

Consulting Fees             39900 250000 12243 0 25757 0 165840 

                            

                  0 0 0 0 0 

                  0 0 0 0 0 

                  0 0 0 0 0 

                  0 0 0 0 0 

                  0 0 0 0 0 

                  0 0 0 0 0 

                  0 0 0 0 0 

                            

Total Expenditure   304 82 82 82 82 39982 250120 12333 90 25847 90 165930 

                            

Total Remaining                           
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3.3 New Product Development  
As agreed at the strategy meeting in January 2013 the following projects have been identified as potential 
future projects but will be secondary to the flagship projects in the 2013-2014 financial year.  

3.3.1 North Coast Road Recycling-Best to Recycle  
 

Tons Diverted Jobs Created Resources provided Landfill Savings 
2631  23 Time and Expertise R1.09mil 
 

Since October 2013, USE-IT has been working directly with Best to Recycle in developing the North Coast 
Road Recycling Centre.  This is a black-owned operation that has a contract with Durban Solid Waste 
(DSW) to process the materials collected from the Orange Bag Project – the source separation programme 
being run in the municipality.  USE-IT has contributed in terms of time, expertize, resources and funds to 
assist this operation, including interaction with DSW to assist in the development.   

The issues facing this business are the same as those faced by all other contractors in the Orange Bag 
Project in that critical capacity needed to efficiently collect, sort and separate the waste were not put into 
place prior to the termination of DSW’s contract with Mpact on the 1st October 2013.  North Coast Road 
Recycling is in desperate need of space, facilities and equipment in order to be able to effectively deal with 
the volume of recyclable materials being directed to this site.  In the 6 months since our involvement, they 
have diverted 2631 tons of recyclable materials (1502 tons paper, 504 tons plastic, 601 tons of glass and 
24 tons of cans), created 23 jobs and saved 5442m3 landfill space equating to a saving to landfill of 
R1.09 million.   

Our discussions with DSW have been to channel R3.3 million in funding to the site to create the capacity 
required to increase the efficiency of materials recovery as currently hundreds of tons are being diverted 
back to landfill.  We have helped develop a business plan and design in order to achieve this and believe 
this will more than double the materials collected and triple the work force on this project.  The 
investment would be the city investing in infrastructure for its own land – all processing and operational 
equipment would be provided by the operator.  The challenge currently faced is diverting critical funds to 
this and other initiatives in the city to get the Orange Bag Project to a point of sustainability, financial 
viability and growth potential and avoid the imminent collapse of the entire programme we are now 
facing.  

 Meetings were requested between DSW and the Economic Development Unit that funds the USE-IT 
initiative, to discuss these options and the way forward.  Unfortunately, after 5 months no progress has 
been achieved in this regard but will be followed up with the relevant officials., USE-IT wants to get this 
initiative operating efficiently, and then direct resources and capacity to the other initiatives dealing in the 
project around the city.  This includes leveraging funding to also increase public awareness, timely 
information dissemination, expansion of the Source Separation Programme, linkages with corporate 
sector in terms of Extended Producer Responsibility, and then direction of materials locally into 
beneficiation projects within the city instead of exporting the bulk of the materials. 
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eThekwini landfills in the region of 6000 tons of waste per day – 60% of this or 3800 tons per day is 
mixed domestic waste and an estimated 30% of this, or 1100 tons per day, is packaging waste that should 
all be recycled  as there is local technology and labour available to do so.  Achieving this could create 4000 
jobs in the city in collection, transport, sorting and pre-processing and save the city more than R160 
million per year in landfill.  Use-it needs to get this first initiative off the ground, to achieve the long-term 
vision. 

 

3.3.2 Ukewanje Systems Initiative 
 

Ukewanje Systems E-Waste Initiative 

 

Tons Diverted Jobs Created Resources provided Landfill Savings 
28.5 tons 12 Time and Expertise - 
 

 

USE-IT has been facilitating the development of an e-waste facility in Pietermaritzburg called Ukewanje 
Systems – a black owned enterprise.  The reasons for this support are based on the fact that this is the 
agency we would be supporting to take on the e-waste facility in the Hammarsdale Waste Beneficiation 
Centre (HWBC).  Agreements have been made with the KZN Department of Education to access their 
defunct ICT stock with a mandate to refurbish as many as possible for distribution to needy schools in the 
area, and to recycle the units that are too old or non-functional.  

 This agreement has extended to other government department such as CoGTA, DEARD, Health and the 
Premier’s Office.  The requirement to start the process early was brought on by the need to process 
thousands of computers lying in storage in Pietermaritzburg that were costing government tens of 
thousands of Rands per month in storage fees.  We had to start the initiative in May 2013 to ensure that 
we could service the requirements of the KZN DoE and not lose access to the waste or risk it being 
dumped.  

 To date Ukewanje has processed in the region of 28.5 tons of ICT waste and distributed 360 
refurbished units.  The pilot plant has created 12 jobs and risks exceeding the triggers of a Waste 
License requirement, so this is currently in discussions with DEA national.  DEA is aware that this is a 
pilot that will eventually feed into the HWBC.  The opportunity for developing the schools refurbishment 
programme (which we have dubbed Schools ICT South Africa) is currently trying to access funding.  
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 The objective is to assess all 6000 schools in KZN, remove their e-waste, provide refurbished computers 
with technical support and return these to recycling at their end of life, and create entrepreneurial 
opportunities for support and maintenance centres across KZN using unemployed IT graduates from FET 
colleges. 

We are currently requesting R12 million funding for the initial assessment and project establishment. We 
have applied for funding to the National Lottery, Vodacom, MTN and for administrative support from the 
KZN Department of Education. 

 

3.3.3 Siyanda Recycling Services and Rainbow Chicken Project 
 

 

Tons Diverted Jobs Created Resources provided Landfill Savings 
47  11 Time and Expertise - 
 

 

USE-IT is facilitating the development of Siyanda Recycling Services in Hammarsdale to secure contracts 
with Rainbow Chickens Farms (RCF) to process all of their plastic, paper and cans.  The contaminated 
plastics are sent to another wash plant. We are working directly with Mr. Khomo, the owner of Siyanda 
Recycling to assist him in acquiring all the certification and compliance needed to secure contracts with 
RCF and gear Enterprise Development Funding from SEDA and RCF.   

 

Since our involvement we have diverted 47 tons of plastics and helped create 11 jobs.  Once we have 
secured the full contracts with RCF we expect this to grow to over 900 tons per year and create an 
additional 12 jobs.  We are busy completing a business plan for Siyanda which we are submitting to ABSA 
Enterprise Development through SEDA to cover the costs of securing larger processing premises and 
looking for additional funding for a baler.  It is not expected to move this project to the HWBC because of 
the contamination of the plastics with chicken by-products – this waste needs to be processed separately. 

 

 Additional plans are being put into place to secure the other waste from the 54 chicken farms serviced by 
RCF with expectations to increase the waste processed to nearly 200 tons per month.  This will create 
another 15 jobs, but will require additional investment into collection vehicles. We are aiming to complete 
the SLA with Rainbow chickens by the end of July 2014 once he is in compliance, and secure the premises 
to begin operations by then as well. 
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3.3.4 KZN Glass Recycling Initative  
Glass recycling in KZN currently faces complete collapse due to the decreasing prices being obtained for 
glass cullet and the increasing cost of transport of the cullet to the only existing market in Johannesburg.  
Consol has indicated that recycling glass costs them 60% more than using virgin materials and as such 
their demand for recycled glass is waning.  The glass industry does, however, still acknowledge its 
Extended Producer Responsibility and will continue to support glass recycling in all provinces through 
The Glass Recycling Company (TGRC). 

 

  With speculation that the transport of glass to Johannesburg will become economically unviable by the 
end of 2014, we are assisting in developing business plans for local processing of glass into local markets.  
Glass recycling has the potential to create hundreds of jobs in collection, with more than 800 collectors 
registered in the eThekwini area and plans being prepared for an additional 800 in the Msunduzi Area. 

 

  USE-IT is working with Gary Amos from Roll-Back Transport and TGRC in developing these plans and 
assessing funding options for local processing of glass.  The model being assessed at the moment is the 
development of a central crushing and sieving facility where different size fractions will be channelled into 
multiple applications from abrasives and paints with the finer material, to re-smelting applications for 
new products, sand-blasting grit, pipeline bedding material and building aggregates as the size fraction 
increases.  

 

 There is still a huge amount of work required in developing the markets and creating stability in the glass 
recycling market, but the potential for job-creation cannot be overlooked.  As USE-IT has yet to be able to 
gear any financing for this initiative, we are unable to claim any of the existing jobs created but expect this 
to bear results within the next 12 months. 

3.3.5 Unilever Zero Waste and Enterprise Development Project 
 

Since January 2014 USE-IT has engaged with Unilever in understanding their production waste issues 
and their aim to achieve zero waste by the end of 2014.  The opportunity is not only in assisting this 
corporate in achieving their goal of zero waste, but also using this as leverage to unpack several 
opportunities in waste beneficiation that link into other initiatives.  Unilever’s waste is not sufficient to 
underpin investment into waste beneficiation technologies in itself, but through opportunities in 
Enterprise Development and Extended Producer Responsibility and linking in with other projects such as 
the Orange Bag Project and Rainbow Chickens, we aim to tie this into other waste streams to establish a 
larger waste beneficiation opportunity.  
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 The waste streams we are specifically targeting are complex multi-laminate wastes used in packaging 
materials that are generally landfilled as there is no market for the recycling. The opportunity also lies in a 
public awareness programme linked to the Orange Bag project where we are able to engage with the 
public in diverting specific waste packaging into the Orange Bag project and use branding, market 
awareness and competitions to increase the yield from the source separation programme.  We are looking 
to use this opportunity to drive additional funding into Enterprise Development linked to the Orange Bag 
Project.  This will increase the recycling of multi-laminate packaging and this can be directed with the 
post-industrial waste to a central processing facility in eThekwini being planned to use catalytic 
depolymerisation to convert the plastics to a high-grade fuel oil.  

 

 Through capital expenditure from Unilever, we plan to facilitate the commissioning of a plant that will 
service multiple waste sources of what is currently considered to be unrecyclable material.  This also 
assists the Orange Bag project in that tons of plastic currently being landfilled (too contaminated, 
unmarked plastics and undesirable plastics) will also be directed to the plant for conversion.  The fuel oil 
can be used directly by Unilever in their boilers as a greener alternative to currently acquired fuel oil 
imported from crude with high sulphur content (this is their economic offset to the capital investment).  
This will be a private partnership advertised through an Expression of Interest. Whatever fuel oil they are 
unable to use can be distributed to other manufacturers throughout eThekwini. 

 

 The low sulphur of the plastic-to-oil conversion will reduce the volume of conventional crude derivatives 
and thereby indirectly reduce sulphur dioxide emissions from boilers in the city.    Although there have 
been questions as to why USE-IT is using its resources in assisting a multinational corporate, one needs to 
understand the complex bigger picture in terms of the overall benefits to the city.  This is another reason 
we have been trying to engage with DSW and the municipality to direct funding through USE-IT to 
develop the Orange Bag project – we can bring in the additional components of investment in waste 
beneficiation technologies for the city, direct Enterprise Development funding from the corporates and 
public awareness programmes that will raise the profile of the city and USE-IT. 

 

 

3.3.6 CHEP Pallet Briquetting Project 
 

USE-IT has been trying to implement the pallet-to-briquette project with CHEP and the Braai King.  
Meetings have been held with their international Sustainability Manager from Spain and proposals have 
been submitted.  This project would divert 260 tons per month of waste from landfill and create more 
than 30 jobs.  We were informed on the 2nd June that CHEP have decided to investigate an alternative 
proposal submitted to them. We are happy to work with the team appointed by CHEP to divert similar 
waste streams within the area to that project.  However, we are still open to engaging with Braai King on 
seeing how else we are able to assist on other waste streams. 
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3.3.6 Bamboo to Biomass Energy Project 
 

USE-IT has been engaged by SANTRUST as a project partner in the development of a R117 million 
bamboo to biomass power facility in KZN.  We will provide critical guidance on wood waste opportunities 
at the beginning of the project to provide feedstock for the biomass converters while the 500 Ha of 
bamboo cultivation mature to a point where they can be harvested.  We are also to provide advice on use 
of the by-products from the gasification of the woody material though additional waste beneficiation 
options and the application of alternative products from bamboo that can be directed to sustainable 
building applications.   

 

We will provide inputs to research and development of bamboo as a commercial energy crop in the South 
African Context, as well as carbon offset and carbon credit opportunities presented by the project.  USE-
IT has partnered with this project on a time-based payment basis thus drawing no resources from USE-IT 
budgets.  Although planting the bamboo has started, USE-IT will not claim any jobs created on the 
agricultural or power-generation components – only on waste inputs and waste beneficiation 
opportunities when our engagement starts in the 2014/2015 financial year. 

 

3.3.7 Art from e-Waste initiatives 
 

USE-IT has directly engaged with an entrepreneur by the name of Aubrey Siza in the design and 
production of jewellery made from electronic waste components such as printed circuit boards, magnets 
and copper.  USE-IT have provided materials, equipment (drill, saws and polishing stones) and design 
patterns to this individual and are assisting in developing markets.  Whilst this is a small initiative, the 
aim is to bring this entrepreneur into the incubator hub of the HWBC to train others and increase 
production in the e-waste jewellery sector.  This initiative has only created 2 jobs thus far and diverted 
minimal amounts of waste, but represents the start of an initiative we aim to grow. 

 

3.3.7 Mariannhill Recycling Centre 
 

USE-IT has directly engaged with an entrepreneur in re-developing the drop-off and recycling centre at 
Mariannhill Landfill Site with the blessing and support of DSW.  The lack of facilities on the site 
hampered the recycling of materials due to limited sorting and storage amenities.  USE-IT contributed a 
small amount of funds to provide these materials to the site and will be launching the new facility on the 
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11th June.  Currently there are only 2 individuals working the site, but the plan is to extend this through 
additional materials sourcing and increase the number of jobs at the site.  We also assist with identifying 
markets for specific materials such as the recent diversion of 3 500 kilograms of Water cooler plastic 
bottles. 

 

 

 

3.4 Marketing 2012-2013 
USE-IT had stepped up its marketing in the latter part of the last financial year.  We have appointed 
Futureworks Consulting to assist us with writing of articles, production of newsletters, upgrade of our 
website and media support.  We have also appointed Maverick to assist us with elevating our Google 
analytics. We intend being featured in one form of mass media every quarter. 

 
o . 

3.5 Advocacy  
According to USE-IT’s mandate set out in its business plan, one of the roles that needs to be fulfilled is the 
general advocacy of recycling and beneficiation in eThekwini Municipality. A description of the advocacy 
interventions that USE-IT is currently involved in is given below:  

3.5.1 KZN Recycling Forum July 2013 -2014  
USE-IT facilitates the running of the KZN Recycling Forum on a monthly basis and disseminates 
information on the city’s recycling initiatives at these forums. USE-IT’s activities over the 2013-2014 
financial year are detailed below:  

Will Update   

3.5.2 Mixed Advocacy Work  
The mixed advocacy work USE-IT is engaged in over  the 2013-2053 period is bulleted below:  

 USE-IT had a stand at the sustainable living exhibition, demonstrating the different opportunities 
around waste beneficiation.   

 USE-IT in conjunction with the Durban Sustainability Forum hosted a seminar on “Building 
Sustainable Cities” with Dr Kumi Naidoo, Executive Director of Greenpeace, as the key speaker. 

 assisted with the development of the first spin-off from this initiative in the creation of the North 
Coast Recycling Forum which launched earlier this year;   
 

 facilitated the KZN Business Sustainability Forum which this year had internationally renowned 
president of Greenpeace International, Kumi Naidoo as guest speaker; 
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  been requested to represent KZN at the National Recycling Forum, now giving a voice to the 
province nationally and more importantly creating direct linkages between USE-IT and the heads 
of all the major recycling organisations in the country;  

 

  been seconded by the Department of Science and Technology as one of five key experts across the 
country to provide key inputs to national strategy and policy on Municipal Solid Waste 
Management and opportunities in developing the Green Economy;  

 

  again been invited by the International Labour Organisation and the United Nations Green 
Climate Fund to address a workshop of sustainability leaders in Africa on green building and 
sustainable development to be held in Zambia in June 2014. 
 

  recently attended a roadshow by WISP (Western Cape Industrial Symbiosis Programme) and 
Green-Cape in Durban where they were showcasing their achievements across the country 

 

 

3.6 Governance  
One of the roles that need to be fulfilled is the implementation of governance policies. A description of the 
governance interventions that USE-IT is currently involved in is given in this document.  

3.6.1 Identification New Board Members  
All Board members except for Mark Liptrot, will come to the end of their terms. A number of people were 
approached to join the Board of Directors. 

 

3.6.2 USE-IT PSC Meetings 2012-2013 
I don’t know if we should include this 
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4. Financial Summary 
The financial analysis is based on specific programs and objectives identified for USE-IT. This budget 

takes into account the fixed operating costs and capital costs for the Company. The capital items and 

equipment for this model and the costs will be discussed later in the chapter. The model and 

accompanying financial data are based on income and outgoings over a three-year period.  

 
4.1 Overall Assumptions  
The assumptions to support the model:  

o It is assumed that the offices are to be rented at commercial rates;  

o This is a non-profit organisation so there will be no profit sharing;   

o The company being a Section 21 institution will be tax exempt  

o The Section 21 Company would apply to SARS to be VAT exempt; 

o Market Research by consultants is to be outsourced by the USE-IT;  

o Inflation Rate being assumed as standard over the three year period, costs are therefore held 

constant over the three year period at 5% pa 

o The Gearing of Finance is to be accessed by the Company and USE-IT would need to identify 

funding agents for the provision of funding to waste industry  

o USE-IT would comprise a maximum of 10 directors, a Managing Director, Project Managers, 

Specialist Advisors and an Administrator - based on demand this capacity could be increased.  

o It is assumed that each director will be paid remuneration for the attendance of monthly 

meetings.  

o Funding to be provided primarily by the eThekwini Municipality and by secondary sources 

such as the Department of Economic Development, KZN CoGTA, TIKZN, DBSA’s Jobs Fund, 

National Lottery, The Green-Fund  and others;  

o In-kind (non-cash) contributions from directors for expert guidance are not part of the 

financial analysis. 

 

The request for funding from eThekwini for the development of the USE-IT project for 2013/2014 is  

4.2 Programme costs  
Table 2 indicates a summary cost and income and includes the administrative component of USE-IT:  

o  
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4.3 Income Statement  
A copy of USE-IT’s income statement for July 2013 –July 2014 is given in the table below.  

 

*  
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5. Summary  
 

Chris 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Board of Directors 
A huge vote of thanks must go to the founding members currently serving on the Board of Directors 
detailed below.  Their commitment, enthusiasm, involvement and guidance have been invaluable.  All of 
their time and involvement has been donated to USE-IT in their collective vision of establishing a vibrant, 
sustainable and successful waste beneficiation value chain for the eThekwini Municipality and beyond. 

Elizabeth Anderson – Managing Director of the Responsible Packaging Management Association of 
South Africa (RPMASA) 

Elly Develleness – Freelance Consultant   

Diana Dold – Retired  

Chris Mayers – Regional Manager, InterWaste 

Mike Nichols – Director, InterWaste 
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Chris Whyte (Managing) -  Managing Director of Chris Whyte Associates 

Frans Du Toit- Chairman of USE-IT board, CEO of African Conservation Trust 


